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Question: 1

Which of the following views are you not able to perform a multi-level group ?

The kanban viewA.

The list viewB.

The graph viewC.

Answer: A

Question: 2

Why are you able to sort by some fields and not others ?

You can only sort simple fields, not relational fieldsA.

You can only sort on fields that are not computedB.

You can only sort on fields stored in the databaseC.

Answer: C

Question: 3

If you were in any list view, how would you display 1,000 records at once ?

All records are always displayedA.

By clicking on the page indicator and entering 1-1000B.

It is not possible. Odoo only displays a maximum of 80 records per pageC.

Answer: B
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Question: 4

How do you acces this popup in the inventory App ?

Start typing the name of a Menu you want to accessA.

Control-KB.

Click the 9 button menuC.

Answer: B

Question: 5

Where is real time collaboration during editing supported ?

Every text fieldA.

Odoo Spreadsheet fieldsB.

Description fields linked to a Pad ServerC.
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Answer: A

Question: 6

Which of the following views are you not able to perform a multi-level group ?

The kanban viewA.

The list viewB.

The graph viewC.

Answer: A

Question: 7

Why are you able to sort by some fields and not others ?

You can only sort simple fields, not relational fieldsA.

You can only sort on fields that are not computedB.

You can only sort on fields stored in the databaseC.

Answer: C

Question: 8

If you were in any list view, how would you display 1,000 records at once ?

All records are always displayedA.

By clicking on the page indicator and entering 1-1000B.

It is not possible. Odoo only displays a maximum of 80 records per pageC.


